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Abstract

Scene-text detection in natural-scene images is an im-

portant technique because scene texts contain location in-

formation such as names of places and buildings, but many

difficulties still remain regarding practical use. In this pa-

per, we tackle two problems of scene-text detection. The

first is the discontiguous component problem in specific

languages that contain characters consisting of discontigu-

ous components. The second is the multi-orientation prob-

lem in all languages. To solve these two problems, we

propose a connected-component-based scene-text-detection

method. Our proposed method involves our novel neighbor-

character search method using a synthesizable descriptor

for the discontiguous-component problems and our novel

region descriptor called the rotated bounding box descrip-

tors (RBBs) for rotated characters. We also evaluated our

proposed scene-text-detection method by using the well-

known MSRA-TD500 dataset that includes rotated charac-

ters with discontiguous components.

1. Introduction

Text in images contains valuable semantic information

for various content-based applications [1, 6, 24]. A repre-

sentative one is location information, and texts of images

taken in town often contain clues to identify location. Traf-

fic signs are located in many places in the city, and they

include names of streets and places. Buildings and shops

have put up signboards with their names at the entrance. By

recognizing such texts in images, we can use information of

the texts to identify locations. These location information

can be used for city navigation and autonomous driving. In

addition, since information can be obtained only from im-

age data, it can be used in indoor or underground where

GPS can not be used. Therefore, a text recognition method

is useful for location identification from images.

Text-recognition methods have been extensively investi-

gated and researchers have proposed effective ones. In par-

ticular, an optical-character-recognition method for recog-

nizing printed text in scanned documents is one of the most
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Figure 1. (a) Discontiguous-component and (b) multi-orientation

problems. These problems confuse scene-text-detection methods

using geometrical features.

successful [11]. However, it still difficult for computers to

detect and recognize scene text, which is text in natural-

scene images because scene text has various interference

factors such as appearance variation (e.g. changes in char-

acter size and font), language, orientation, distortion, noise,

occlusion, and complex background [11]. In this paper, we

tackle two problems caused by interference factors in scene-

text detection. One is the discontiguous-component prob-

lem and the other is the multi-orientation problem.

The discontiguous-component problem is caused by

characters with discontiguous components (hereafter called

discontiguous characters). A discontiguous character con-

sists of multiple connected components (CCs), as shown in

Fig. 1. Geometrical features, which are important clues for

text detection (e.g. size and aspect), calculated from a sin-

gle CC of a discontiguous character, greatly differ from that

of a contiguous character, and the difference easily leads to

misdetection. While “i” and “j” are the only discontiguous

characters in English, Chinese and Japanese have a large

number of discontiguous characters. The multi-orientation

problem is caused by various text orientations of scene text.

Most general geometrical features of characters are not in-

variant to the orientation of the characters, as shown in Fig.

1. Therefore, it is necessary to solve the two problems for

detecting rotated scene text written in languages such as

Chinese and Japanese. Note that text means a word or sen-

tence consisting of more than one character.

Many scene-text-detection methods have been proposed,
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but most target horizontal English texts. Several methods

detect texts, including discontiguous characters, based on

the uniformity of text alignment and size [16]. However,

if they are used to detect rotated text, including discontigu-

ous characters, a large number of false detections will occur.

With the existing methods based on geometrical features af-

fected by rotation, it is difficult to correctly eliminate false

detections. However, other methods estimate the text orien-

tation [25, 28]. These methods also use the uniformity of

text alignment so that when there are texts containing a dis-

contiguous character, orientation estimation is difficult due

to the uncertainty of whether a small region, i.e., discon-

tiguous component, forms a character, a part of a character,

or just noise. Furthermore, we found no method for solving

the two problems at the same time in our survey.

In this paper, we propose a CC-based scene-text-

detection method robust against rotated discontiguous char-

acters. Our method uses our novel neighbor-character

search method with synthesizable descriptors to solve the

discontiguous-component problem. The synthesizable de-

scriptor is a particular class of descriptors that can be com-

bined using the simple operation which lower calculation

cost. Our method calculates a descriptor of a discontiguous

character from only those of the individual CCs constituting

the character by using synthesizable descriptors. To solve

the multi-orientation problem, our method uses our novel

region descriptors called the rotated bounding box descrip-

tors (RBBs), which are synthesizable descriptors. RBBs

represent coordinates of bounding boxes around regions ro-

tated through multiples of a fixed angles, and are used to

accurately calculate geometrical features of the regions. By

using our neighbor-character search method with RBBs and

other synthesizable descriptors, our method can detect ro-

tated scene text that includes discontiguous characters.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. We give a brief

review on related work on CC-based methods in Sec. 2 and

describe our proposed scene-text-detection method in Sec.

3. We explain the experimental results and provide discus-

sion in Sec. 4 followed by conclusions in Sec. 5.

2. Related Work

Existing scene-text-detection methods are roughly clas-

sified into two types: sliding-window based [3, 9, 10, 19]

and CC based [2, 5, 11, 13, 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 27].

Sliding-window-based methods use a sliding window to

search for character or text regions in an image then use

machine-learning techniques to identify text. Although

these methods can generally detect discontiguous charac-

ters, it is difficult for them to handle large variations in

character size and aspect. Because sliding-windows de-

tect only characters the same size and aspect as those in-

cluded in the training data. CC-based methods extract CCs

as character candidates and form groups of character candi-

dates with similar features. These methods can handle the

variation, but existing CC-based methods do not take into

account of the discontiguous component problem. We fo-

cus on CC-based methods to handle various characters and

describe related work. Maximally stable extremal region

(MSER)-based methods have been particularly successful

among CC-based methods.

A large number of MSER-based methods perform well

in scene-text detection [5, 15, 16, 25, 27]. Because they can

extract extremal regions, which are a kind of CC, that are

robust against size variation, low resolution, and complex

background[12]. Neumann and Matas used a multi-stage

character classifier to efficiently reduce the number of false

character candidates [15]. Yin et al. reduced the number

of CCs until the overlapping region was eliminated by us-

ing the aspect ratio and stability of CCs [27]. However,

their methods do not take into account the presence of dis-

contiguous characters. Unlike English, languages such as

Chinese and Japanese contain many discontiguous charac-

ters. In some cases, continuous characters can unexpect-

edly divided into multiple CCs due to the limitation of CC

extraction algorithms. Neumann and Matas’s method can

detect such characters using an estimation of a text’s base

line [16]. However, it is difficult to estimate a text’s base

line when the text is rotated.

Recently, deep neural network (DNN)-based methods,

which are hybrid methods of sliding-window-based and

CC-based methods, also have been successfully applied in

various computer vision tasks [1, 7, 18, 28, 29]. Although

DNN-based methods require a huge amount of training data

and high computational performance, they can detect char-

acters from various images with high accuracy. Bissacco et

al. developed a system using a deep-learning method with

histogram of gradient features, and the system can detect

characters in uncontrolled situations [1]. He et al. proposed

a text-attentional convolution neural network that can learn

a text region mask, character label, and binary text/non-text

information in uniform schema [7]. These methods work

well in English but are still affected by the discontiguous

component problem. One reason is that some languages

that include discontiguous characters have many types of

characters. Large amounts of training data and computa-

tional resources are required to correctly classify these char-

acters. GPU can solve the problem about computational re-

sources, but we are also assuming use with devices that can-

not use GPU such as smart-phones. Another reason is that

the shapes of some CCs constituting discontiguous charac-

ters are often the same as those of contiguous characters

(e.g. the CC (iii) in Fig. 1 is similar to ”O” or zero in En-

glish.). There are difficulties in distinguishing them even

when a DNN is used.

The multi-orientation problem still needs to be solved.

Most existing methods use geometrical features to de-

tect text candidates from detected characters based on

the assumption that text orientation is horizontal or near-

horizontal. Yin et al. proposed an adaptive clustering

method that uses the geometrical and orientation features of
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Figure 2. Overview of proposed method and sample results of

each processing stage. (a) Input image. (b) Green rectangles rep-

resent CCs with high character probability, and red ones represent

those with low character probability. (c) Randomly colored rectan-

gles represent text-line candidates. (d) Rectangles represent each

single character of detected text lines. Characters with same color

rectangles belong to same detected text line.

character candidate pairs to detect rotated texts [25]. Zhang

et al.’s method detects rotated texts by using geometrical

features and information of a text-block, which is detected

by text-block fully constitutional networks [28]. However,

the geometrical features of existing methods are not accu-

rate because they use a non-rotated bounding box or a cir-

cumscribed circle. When an elongated shaped character is

oriented, the non-rotated bounding box changes greatly, as

shown in Fig. 1. The radius of the circumscribed circle

is used as the geometrical distance of a character pair, but

the circumscribed circle is affected by character shape. For

example, in detecting the text of “Alice,” existing methods

evaluate the distance values of “Al,” “li,” “ic”, and “ce” un-

der the assumption that the characters belong to the same

text when their distance values are similar. However, a cir-

cumscribed circle’s size of “Al” is much larger than that of

“li”; therefore, the detection of “Alice” fails.

3. Proposed Scene-Text-Detection Method

Figure 2 gives an overview of our method. At the be-

ginning of all processing, CCs are extracted from an in-

put image and classified as characters or non-characters.

Then, text-line candidates are detected using our neighbor-

character search method with RBB and other synthesiz-

able descriptors. Finally, overlapping text-line candidates

are throttled into one candidate based on text probabilities.

Since the key ideas regarding our method are synthesizable

descriptors and RBB, which contribute to our neighbor-

character search method, we describe them first then the

details of each processing stage. Note that descriptors and

features are clearly distinguished in this paper. A descriptor

is a storing format for characteristics of a region. A feature

is a value or a set of values actually used by the classifiers.

For example, a bounding box is a descriptor, and the aspect

ratio calculated by the bounding box is a feature.

3.1. Region Descriptors and Features

3.1.1 Synthesizable Descriptors

We propose synthesizable descriptors for efficient compu-

tation of compound region descriptors, inspired by the in-

crementally computable descriptor [15]. The compound re-

gion is a region consisting of multiple CCs, where a region

of a discontiguous character is always a compound region.

By using a synthesizable descriptor, descriptors of a com-

pound region consisting of CCs can be simply calculated

from only descriptors of the CCs. Let ri and rj be regions

consisting of one or more CCs, rc be the compound region

of ri and rj , and ψ(r) be a descriptor calculation func-

tion of r. When the descriptor is a synthesizable descriptor,

there exists ⊕ satisfying ψ(rc) = ψ(ri) ⊕ ψ(rj), where

⊕ denotes an operation that combines the descriptors of ri
and rj . The proposed scene-text-detection method calcu-

lates descriptors of compound regions using a synthesizable

descriptor to reduce calculation cost.

The following synthesizable descriptors are used with

our proposed method for compound regions: RBB and hor-

izontal continuity descriptors and other typical descriptors

transformed into synthesizable descriptors. The ⊕ of a de-

scriptor that is not specifically mentioned is an addition (+).

• RBB (ymin
θm

(r), ymax
θm

(r), xmin
θm

(r), xmax
θm

(r)). RBB

represents coordinates of a bounding box rotated to an

arbitrary angle θm as shown by Fig. 3. The RBB is

used to accurately calculate the geographical features

of a region rotated to θm. Each value is defined as

ymin
θm

(r) = min
r∈r

{tan(θm)xr + yr}, (1)

ymax
θm

(r) = max
r∈r

{tan(θm)xr + yr}, (2)

xmin
θm

(r) = min
r∈r

{xr + tan(θm)(h− yr)}, (3)

xmax
θm

(r) = max
r∈r

{xr + tan(θm)(h− yr)}, (4)

where xr and yr are coordinates of a pixel r in a region

r, h is the height of the input image, and θm is obtained

from a number of calculation angles, Nori, which is a

predefined fixed value. The θm is defined as

θm =
π

2
×

m

Nori
(m = {0, 1, ...,Nori}). (5)

We empirically set Nori = 6. The ⊕ of each RBB

values are min, max, min and max respectively.

• Horizontal Continuity (vmin
r,θm

, vmax
r,θm

). Two vectors

represent the sections in which the region of r is con-

tinuous in θm as shown by Fig. 4. The initial vectors

of vmin
r,θm

and v
max
r,θm

are {xmin
θm

(r)} and {xmax
θm

(r)}, re-

spectively. The ⊕ is shown in Algorithm 1.

• Area nara(r)[15]. The number of pixels.

• Total Color (sc0(r), sc1(r), sc2(r)). The totals of

pixel values in HSI color space.

• Number of Stroke-Support Pixels (SSPs) nssp(r).
An SSP [16] is used to calculate the stroke width.
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Figure 4. Examples of horizontal continuity descriptor. Green

lines represent horizontal continuity descriptors, and red ones rep-

resent discontinuity features calculated by the descriptors.

• Total Stroke Width sswd(r). The total of stroke-

width value of SSP.

• Perimeter nperi(r)[15]. The length of the boundary.

• Total Smoothness Value ssmt(r). The total of differ-

ence values of adjacent boundary pixels’ gradient di-

rection. The details of smoothness features are given

in previous studies [27].

For RBB, Eqs. 1 and 2 represent the min and max values

of the vertical position, and Eqs. 3 and 4 represent the min

and max values of the horizontal position in the θm-rotated

coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 3. Therefore, RBB of

θm allows for accurate calculation of r’s size, aspect, and

position in the θm-rotated coordinate system. As Nori in-

creases, geometrical features with more various angles can

be calculated, but the total RBB calculation cost of all CCs

increases. However, RBB is incrementally computable,

which is a particular class of descriptors that can be quickly

calculated for all CCs extracted by MSER algorithm[15].

The descriptor’s computing complexity of all CCs in an im-

age of N pixels is O(N). In our experiments, total RBB

computation time of all CCs with Nori = 6 was only 0.07
seconds longer than the time with Nori = 1.

3.1.2 Features from Synthesizable Descriptors

Various geometrical features in the θm-rotated coordinate

system can be obtained from RBB of θm. The basic features

for a single region and region pair are as follows.

Some size features of r can be simply calculated from

RBB of a region r. The rotated height hθm(r) and rotated

width wθm(r) are calculated as

Algorithm 1 ⊕ of horizontal continuity of ri and rj consti-

tuting rc for certain θm

Input: v
min
ri,θm

, vmax
ri,θm

: Continuity descriptor of ri

Input: v
min
rj ,θm

, vmax
rj ,θm

: Continuity descriptor of rj

Output: v
min
rc,θm

, vmax
rc,θm

: Continuity descriptor of rc

v
min
rc,θm

⇐ ∅, vmax
rc,θm

⇐ ∅

qi ⇐ 0, qj ⇐ 0, vmin ⇐ 0, vmax ⇐ 0
while qi < |vmin

ri,θm
| or qj < |vmin

rj ,θm
| do

if qi ≧ |vmin
ri,θm

| or vmin
ri,θm

[qi] > v
min
rj ,θm

[qj] then

vmin ⇐ v
min
rj ,θm

[qj], v
max ⇐ v

max
rj ,θm

[qj], qj ⇐ qj +1

else

vmin ⇐ v
min
ri,θm

[qi], v
max ⇐ v

max
ri,θm

[qi], qi ⇐ qi + 1
end if

while do

if qi < |vmin
ri,θm

| and v
min
ri,θm

[qi] ≤ vmax + cθm then

vmax ⇐ v
max
ri,θm

[qi], qi ⇐ qi + 1
end if

if qj < |vmin
rj ,θm

| and v
min
rj ,θm

[qj] ≤ vmax + cθm then

vmax ⇐ v
max
rj ,θm

[qj], qj ⇐ qj + 1

end if

if vmax is not updated then break

end while

v
min
rc,θm

push back vmin, vmax
rc,θm

push back vmax

end while

hθm(r) = ymax
θm

(r)− ymin
θm

(r) + cθm , (6)

wθm(r) = xmax
θm

(r)− xmin
θm

(r) + cθm , (7)

cθm =
√

tan(θm)× tan(θm) + 1, (8)

where cθm is a coefficient to prevent division by zero and is

1 when the coordinate system is not rotated (θm = 0). The

length of each coordinate system has a different scale, but a

rotated aspect ratio can be calculated without normalization

because the lengths of the same coordinate systems can be

directly compared.

aspectθm(r) =
min(wθm(r), hθm(r))

max(wθm(r), hθm(r))
. (9)

RBB of region pair ri and rj allows accurate calcula-

tion of rotated-region pair features: height difference hdiff ,

width difference wdiff , horizontal minimum distance xdis,
and vertical overlap yovl. In general, each character size

and each interval of character pairs are similar; therefore,

these features are useful for rotated text detection. These

features of ri and rj are defined as
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hdiffθm
(ri, rj) =

|hθm(ri)− hθm(rj)|

max(hθm(ri), hθm(rj))
, (10)

wdiff
θm

(ri, rj) =
|(wθm(ri)− wθm(rj)|

max(wθm(ri), wθm(rj))
, (11)

xdisθm
(ri, rj) = max(xmin

θm
(ri)− xmax

θm
(rj),

xmin
θm

(rj)− xmax
θm

(ri)) + cθm , (12)

yovlθm
(ri, rj) = min(ymax

θm
(ri), y

max
θm

(rj))−

max(ymin
θm

(ri), y
min
θm

(rj)) + cθm . (13)

We now discuss the advanced features obtained from the

above synthesizable descriptors as follows. These features

are used in a calculation of a character pair distance at the

text-line-formation stage mentioned in Sec 3.2.2. When the

values of these features are small, a probability that the re-

gions related to the features are characters is high. Discon-

tinuity is a feature we introduce in this paper. Other fea-

tures are similar to typical features for scene-text detection,

but some have been extended with RBB to be more robust

against orientation.

• Discontinuity of Single Character

ddcn(ri) = (14)
{

0 (ncnt = 1)
∑Nori

m=0

∑ncnt

q=1

v
min
ri,θm

[q]−v
max
ri,θm

[q−1]

wθm (ri)
(else)

,

where v[q] is the (q+1)th element of vector v, ncnt is

|vmin
ri,θm

|. Discontinuity represents the geometrical dis-

tance between CCs constituting the same compound

region as shown by Fig. 4 (b). Generally, the dis-

continuity of correct characters is small or zero. Our

method prevents an unintended compounding of non-

close CCs by using the discontinuity.

• Color Difference of Pair

dclr(ri, rj) =

√

(dc0)2 + (dc1)2 + (dc2)2

255
, (15)

where dc0 = (sc0(ri)/n
ara(ri))−(sc0(rj)/n

ara(rj)),
dc1 = (sc1(ri)/n

ara(ri))− (sc1(rj)/n
ara(rj)),

dc2 = (sc2(ri)/n
ara(ri))− (sc2(rj)/n

ara(rj)).
• Stroke Width Difference of Pair

dswd
θm

(ri, rj) =
|swdm(ri)− swdm(rj)|

max(wθm(ri), hθm(ri))
, (16)

where swdm(r) = sswd(r)/nssp(r).
• Vertical Overlap of Pair

dovlθm
(ri, rj) = 1−

yovlθm
(ri, rj)

min(hθm(ri), hθm(rj))
. (17)

• Height and Width Differences of Pair

dhθm(ri, rj) =
|hθm(ri)− hθm(rj)|

max(hθm(ri), hθm(rj))
, (18)

dwθm(ri, rj) =
|wθm(ri)− wθm(rj)|

max(wθm(ri), wθm(rj))
. (19)

• Top, Bottom, and Both Alignments of Triplet

dtopθm
(ri, rj , rk) = (20)

{

ydiff t
θm

(rj , rk) (ri = ∅)

ydiff t
θm

(rj , rk)− xctrθm
(rj , rk)

ydiff t
θm

(ri,rj)

xctr
θm

(ri,rj)
(else)

,

dbtmθm
(ri, rj , rj) = (21)

{

ydiff b
θm

(rj , rk) (ri = ∅)

ydiff b
θm

(rj , rk)− xctrθm
(rj , rk)

ydiff b
θm

(ri,rj)

xctr
θm

(ri,rj)
(else)

,

dbothθm
(ri, rj , rk) =

dtopθm
(ri, rj , rk) + dbtmθm

(ri, rj , rk), (22)

where

xctrθm
(ri, rj) =

xmax
θm

(rj)+xmin
θm

(ri)−xmax
θm

(rj)+xmin
θm

(ri)

2 ,

ydiff t
θm

(ri, rj) = ymax
θm

(rj)− ymax
θm

(ri),

ydiff b
θm

(ri, rj) = ymin
θm

(ri)− ymin
θm

(rj).
• Interval Similarity of Triplet

dinterθm
(ri, rj , rk) = (23)

{

0 (rk = ∅)
max(xdis

θm
(ri,rj)−xdis

θm
(rj ,rk),0)

max(wθm (ri),wθm (rj))
(else)

.

Interval similarity represents the geometrical distance

to the nearest CC that is not included in the same text.

Our method promotes a compounding of close CCs by

using the interval similarity.

Note that RBB models only in-place rotation but not per-

spective distortion. For example, values of Eq. 18 and 19

for characters belonging to the same text with perspective

distortion tends to be large resulting in the characters are

determined to belong to different text. The alignment fea-

tures shown in Eq. 20, 21 and 22 are important for detecting

such text. Because characters belonging to the same text

are regularly aligned and the values of the features are low

regardless of the presence or absence of perspective distor-

tion.

3.2. TextDetection Flow

3.2.1 Character-Candidate Detection

With our method, CCs are extracted using an MSER algo-

rithm and classified as character candidates or non-character

candidates using a sequential classifier. The classification is

broken down into three stages for better computational ef-

ficiency. The first and second stages use AdaBoost[17] and

the third stage uses a DNN. The CCs that are classified as

characters by the preceding identifier proceed to the next

stage. The features used on the first and second stages are

almost the same as those in [15].

In the first stage, the classifier uses low-computational

cost features and removes only clearly non-character CCs.

The difference from [15] is that a minimum-rotated aspect
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is used instead of the general aspect. The minimum-rotated

aspect is defined as

aspectmin(r) = min
m∈{0,1,...,Nori}

(aspectθm(r)). (24)

Here, aspectmin(r) is robust against the rotation of r and

improves the classification accuracy of rotated regions.

In the second stage, our method uses smoothness in ad-

dition to the features described in [15]. Smoothness is cal-

culated by ssmt(r)/nperi(r). The second classifier out-

puts the class-conditional probability, and our method re-

duces the redundancy of detected CCs using this probabil-

ity. The redundancy-reduction algorithm is similar to the

linear-reduction algorithm in [27], but the difference is that

the class-conditional probability is used instead of the reg-

ularized variation.

In the third stage, our method detects CCs that are char-

acters with high probability by using the powerful discrimi-

nation performance of a DNN. Figure 5 shows the structure

of the DNN used in our method. Note that all images are

rotation-normalized using the angle of the minimum-aspect

rotated-bounding box. After this stage, each CC has a char-

acter probability in the range of [0,1].

3.2.2 Text-Line Formation

At the text-line-formation stage, many rotated text-line can-

didates are detected on the basis of CCs labeled as char-

acters with the DNN. Such a CC labeled as a character is

called a base character. Our method recursively searches for

neighbors of the base character using the search method to

form text-line candidates. The search method is based on a

character pair distance and some heuristic rules. The char-

acter pair distance represents the similarity of characters,

and the distance of characters is low when the characters

belong to the same text.

We now define a character pair distance for calculat-

ing the similarity of two characters. In a certain θm-

rotated coordinate system, the distance from character re-

gion ri to another character region rj , d(ri, rj) is defined

as w
T
xri,rj ,θm , where w is a parameter of weight vector.

Then, xri,rj ,θm is a vector of ten features calculated from

Eq. 14 to Eq. 23 in Sec. 3.1.2. We determine parameter

w by using the distance metric learning (DML) technique

[27, 25], which is a semi-supervised clustering technique

and learns a distance metric that satisfies given labels. Yin

et al. used the DML technique to automatically determine

(a) Close CC List 
Creation

(c) Neighbor-Character 
Detection

(b) Base-Character
Detection

Figure 6. Flow of neighbor-character search and sample results

when θm = π(5/12). (a) White region is ri, yellow one is ri−1,

and others are in close CC list of ri. Proposed method searches

neighbor character of ri. (b) Red region is initial ri+1 and green

one is ri+2, which is ri+1’s horizontal nearest CC in CC list.

d(ri, ri+1) is large because ri+1 and ri+2 are very close and

dinterθm
(ri, ri+1, ri+2) is large. (c) Combination of red and blue

regions is ri’s neighbor character, which is detected at end.

weights and threshold to distinguish characters from non-

characters. We also used this technique to determine w, but

only the threshold is determined manually.

Our search method uses the pair distance to detect a

neighbor characters of ri. The process is performed based

on four regions including ri, the rest of which are a nearest

character region of the ri, referred to as ri−1, and two un-

determined regions, referred to as ri+1 and ri+2. ri+1 rep-

resents a neighbor-character candidate of ri. ri−1 and ri+2

are used to determine whether ri+1 should be included in

the text-line candidate. At calculating xri,ri+1,θm , the in-

put of Eq. 14 is (ri+1), that of Eqs. 20, 21 and 22 are

(ri−1, ri, ri+1), that of Eq. 23 is (ri, ri+1, ri+2), that of

other Eqs. are (ri, ri+1). Figure 6 show examples of the

four regions and the flow of neighbor-character search. Our

search method searches for a neighbor character of ri by

selecting and evaluating multiple-neighbor-character can-

didates as ri+1. For selecting ri+1 and ri+2, our search

method constructs a close CC list of ri, as shown in Fig. 6

(a). The close CC list of ri is a set of rcc that satisfies the

following conditions:

dclrθm
(rcc, ri) < thclrcc , dswd

θm
(rcc, ri) < thswd

cc , (25)

xdisθm
(rcc, ri) < thhorcc , dovlθm

(rcc, ri) < thvercc . (26)

The close CC list is used to narrow the neighbor-character

search range. Each threshold, thclrcc , thswd
cc , thhorcc and thvercc ,

is determined as a value in which all correct samples of

training data can be detected. Next, our search method

selects the initial ri+1 from the close CC list based on

heuristic rules. The initial ri+1 is the CC with the lowest

xdisθm
(ri, ri+1) that satisfies conditions yovlθm

(ri, ri+1) > 0

and dhθm(ri, ri+1) > 0.5. On the other hand, ri+2 is the

horizontal nearest CC that satisfies yovlθm
(ri+1, ri+2) > 0 in

the CC list. As a result, our search method determines the

four regions for calculating xri,ri+1,θm .

Our search method searches for a combination with

lower pair distance from the close CC list. The initial

ri+1 becomes the initial neighbor candidate r
cand
i+1 , and

d(ri, r
cand
i+1 ) is calculated. Then, temporary compound

regions of r
cand
i+1 and other CCs of the CC list are cre-
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ated and pair distances are calculated. Next, the tempo-

rary compound region with the lowest distance to ri is se-

lected as r
lowest
i+1 , and r

cand
i+1 is replaced with r

lowest
i+1 when

d(ri, r
cand
i+1 ) ≥ d(ri, r

lowest
i+1 ). Repeating the above opera-

tion until d(ri, r
cand
i+1 ) < d(ri, r

lowest
i+1 ), and the last rcandi+1

is selected as the detected neighbor character of ri, r
nbr.

Finally, the method will add the detected character to the

text-line candidate when d(ri, r
nbr) < thdml and carry out

neighbor-character search again. ri and ri−1 are replaced

with r
nbr and ri in the next step.

At this stage, the probability of the text-line candidate

is calculated for the next text-line-elimination stage. Let

tθm be a text-line candidate whose orientation angle is θm
and ptxt(tθm) be the probability of tθm . The initial value

of ptxt(tθm) is zero, and (thdml − d(ri, r
nbr)) is added to

ptxt(tθm) when r
nbr is joined to tθm . High ptxt(tθm) de-

notes that features of character candidates constituting tθm
are very similar.

3.2.3 Text-Line Elimination

After text-line formation, too many text-line candidates re-

main and the majority overlap, as shown in Fig. 2 (c).

Our method throttles overlapping text-line candidates into

one by using the simple elimination algorithm. First, our

method updates ptxt(tθm) using the probability ptxt(tovlθl
)

of candidate tovlθl
, which overlaps tθm . When θm and θl are

the same, ptxt(tovlθl
) is added to ptxt(tθm). On the other

hand, when θm and θl are different, −ptxt(tovlθl
) is added to

ptxt(tθm). Next, the candidate tθm is removed when θm and

θl are different and ptxt(tθm) < ptxt(tovlθl
). Empirically, the

number of text-line candidates with correct angles is larger

than that of candidates with incorrect angles. Therefore, this

elimination method works well in spite of its simplicity. Fi-

nally, the remaining text-line candidates are classified using

AdaBoost with typical features [14, 23].

4. Experiments

4.1. Parameter Setting

We used the training set of the MSRA-TD500 dataset

[4] to determine all parameters in our method. The MSRA-

TD500 includes rotated scene text of English and Chi-

nese. It includes a relatively large number of rotated-

discontiguous characters to other datasets. For the learning

of the DML technique, we labeled each character region in

the training set and constructed positive and negative sam-

ples. The weight vector was determined using DML tech-

nique, and we adjusted the threshold value manually. How

to learn automatically the threshold is for future work. Ta-

ble 1 lists the learned parameters, which were normalized

by the manually adjusted threshold value.

The training of AdaBoost and the DNN was also done

using the MSRA-TD 500 training set. We determined each

Params wdcn wclr wswd wver wh

Leaned-value 1.30 1.02 0.395 0.603 0.415

Params ww wtop wbtm wboth winter

Leaned-value 0.529 0.359 0.709 0.672 0.726

Table 1. Learned weights by using MSRA-TD500 training set

threshold, assuming that detecting one or more characters

constituting a text is considered detecting characters con-

stituting the text. Because our method detects a text even

when only one character constituting the text is detected at

the character-candidate detection stage. The labeling of all

training data was done manually.

In order to determine the value of Nori, we evaluated re-

call and processing time of our method while changing Nori.

The recall increased with increasing Nori when Nori ≦ 6
because text-line candidates with more various orientation

were able to be detected when Nori is larger. However the

recall did not change or decreased when Nori > 6 due to an

excessive detection of diagonal text candidates. Therefore

we set Nori to 6. On the other hand, the processing time

monotonically increased in all Nori. In our experiments on

MSRA-TD500 training set, the overall processing process-

ing time in the case of Nori = 6 was only 1.2 times the time

in the case of Nori = 1, although the number of search an-

gles for text-line candidates is 6 times. The reason is that

the descriptor calculation of compound regions had been

made more efficient by using synthesizable descriptors. In

our experiment, our method calculated descriptors of about

31 thousands compound regions per an image, and the total

pixels of all compound regions is about 430 millions. In the

case of RBB calculation, the numbers of min and max cal-

culations were reduced from the total pixels to the number

of compound regions (about 1/13, 800).

4.2. Performance Evaluation on MSRATD500

We evaluated our method on the MSRA-TD500 [4], and

examples of detection results are given in Fig. 7 and 8.

Our method could detect most of the rotated scene text

that included discontiguous characters. In particular, it is

usually difficult to correctly detect when some texts were

dense such as in Fig. 7 (a) and (b). With our method, false

positives, which overlapped with the correct text, were re-

moved at the text-line-elimination stage, and the method

succeeded in the detection. However, some text failed to

be detected. The upper close texts were inadvertently con-

nected, as shown in Fig. 8 (a). A part of the text was not

detected due to light reflection, as shown in Fig. 8 (b).

Two close text lines with perspective distortion were not

detected, as shown in Fig. 8 (c). The cause of the detection

failure is that two small characters at the right end of each

text line mistakenly detected as one discontiguous character

in the text-line-formation stage described in Sec. 3.2.2. The

our method could not detect texts with non-uniform align-

ment, as shown in Fig. 8 (d) and (e), because we assumed
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(a)                          (b)                         (c)                           (d)                          (e)

Figure 7. Examples of successful detections. Characters with same colored rectangles belong to same detected text line.

(a)                          (b)                         (c)                           (d)                          (e)

Trimmed

Figure 8. Examples of failure results. Each rectangle represents detected texts.

Method Year Precision Recall F-measure

Our method 0.87 0.63 0.74

Zhang et al. [28] 2016 0.83 0.67 0.74

He et al. [7] 2016 0.76 0.61 0.69

Yin et al. [27] 2015 0.81 0.63 0.71

Kang et al. [8] 2014 0.71 0.62 0.66

Yao et al. [20] 2014 0.62 0.64 0.61

Table 2. Experimental results on MSRA-TD500

that the alignment was uniform. Some repeated patterns

were erroneously detected as text, as shown in Fig 7 (b) and

8 (e). In our method, text-line candidates composed of reg-

ularly aligned character-candidates have high ptxt and are

detected as text, even when the character-candidates are not

characters. The number of false-positives tends to increase

when the image contains many repeated patterns, because

our method searches for text at various directions. Although

the detection fails due to other conditions as stated as above,

our method was able to detect rotated-scene text that in-

cluded discontiguous characters.

The quantitative comparisons of the proposed and exist-

ing methods are shown in Table 2 our method achieved the

best score on precision and F-measure, and recall was the

second best score. Our method could detect all characters

constituting a text even when only one character constitut-

ing the text is detected at the character-candidate detection

stage. Therefore, in the sequential CC classification stage

of our method, we were able to set the threshold of the clas-

sifier to very high (the threshold of DNN was 0.95 in our

implementation), and improved precision. However, the re-

call of our method was not high because the method was

designed to detect text in a certain language such as Chi-

nese, and only 36% of the MSRA-TD500 contains Chinese.

Texts of English has a large variance of horizontal width

and vertical width of characters than that of Chinese; there-

fore, the contribution to neighbor-character search by accu-

rate geometrical features is smaller. We evaluated the recall

for only Chinese text, which was 0.67; the same as that ob-

tained by Zhang et al. [28]. The precision for only Chinese

text cannot be calculated because our method detect both

English and Chinese without distinction, but we consider

that it is similar to the precision of Table 2. Therefore, the

performance of our method is excellent for text in Chinese.

Our method may also be suitable for other languages with

geographical features similar to Chinese (e.g. Japanese).

The average detection time of the our method was about

2.28 seconds (4GHz CPU without GPU), while that of

Zhang et al.’s method is about 2.1 seconds (2GHz CPU with

GPU). We were not able to directly compare them because

of different environments, but our method achieved the sim-

ilar speed as their method even when we did not use GPU.

The detection times of our method changed depending on

an input image. The minimum time was 0.442 seconds and

maximum was 20.5 seconds for the MSRA-TD500. The

reason for the long detection time is that our method de-

tected many overlapping-text-line candidates when the text

was dense in the input image. Improving the detection time

is for future work.

5. Conclusion

We proposed an MSER-based scene-text-detection

method robust against rotated discontiguous characters.

RBB accurately calculates rotated geometrical features and

our neighbor-character search method with synthesizable

descriptors detects discontiguous characters. Our method

achieved the best score with regard to precision and F-

measure on the MSRA-TD500. For Chinese text, the re-

call was the same as the best score of the existing meth-

ods. Therefore, we conclude that our method achieves the

state-of-the-art performance with respect to precision and F-

measure in detecting rotated scene-texts that include discon-

tiguous characters. For future work, we will investigate a

more suitable parameter-learning method and improvement

in detection time for dense text.
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